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Metonymy  

Corpus search   
Part 3 
 
Based on the BNC 
 

 
 
Metonymic uses of names of musical instruments 
 
In our last meeting we did not come up with any suggestions for a new corpus search, so I decided to run again my previous search on 
metonymic uses of names of musical instruments and also, of the phrases ‘he is just a…’ / ‘he is only a…’ , this time based on the BNC.  
 
The findings are roughly similar with those from the Bank of English (see: Metonymy_corpus search 1_Bank).  
 
 
 
The + saxophone 
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TOKENS:  23 
 
1 matching?  
*1 nice example of metaphorical extension 
 

1 AA2   's prose the "hypnotic" "rhythms" of "the saxophone" he concluded that if this were of the future, then  

2 AA2    example of John Harle, himself still young, that the saxophone is fast shedding its jazz/pop image. Here as one of the  

3 AA2    right backing, he might become the James Galway of the saxophone, though not every musician would want to. It was daring  

4 ATE    It was daring of McChrystal to start with Bach on the saxophone, even if this sonata --; normally for violin or flute --; is  

5 ATE    encore --; just in case. There was a flourish of the saxophone, a twirl and a curtsy from Rose, a rise and  

6 AYM    The Scholtz act was on stage now, Rose on the saxophone and Bernie at the piano. It may also be mentioned that  

7 BNS   . A programme of jazz and classical music, showing the saxophone as an instrument of both musical genres. Further details to be  

8 FU8    because it always makes me laugh, and I love the saxophone solo. Then something by The Detroit Spinners --; "I'll  

9 G3P    choice. He stood listening attentively for a moment as the saxophone vied with the noise of the storm outside; then he returned  

10 GVS    low light. 6 As far as I can see the saxophone was invented later than the clarinet. 7 The fact is that  

11 GVS   . Its use is therefore not to be recommended. The Saxophone Family Saxophones exist in a number of shapes and sizes. They  

12 GVS    very large wind orchestras, but the normal constitution of the saxophone section is two altos, a tenor, and a baritone. 

13 GVS    their most fertile development. As a chamber music group the saxophone quartet of soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone has much  

14 GVT    and tuba, with a note at the end on the saxophone family. The normal specification for the brass department of the full  

15 HSG    whether his frame could bear the strain of ecstasy. The saxophone was undoubtedly the true vox humana of instruments. The organ could  

16 JYD    one he would hear as a boy, improvised on the saxophone by a busker outside the Albert Hall with only three fingers on  

17 K23    Ferry sang on, urging them to stick together. The saxophone took off again, Damian flicked her away from him, spun her  

18 K97   , who divided his spare time between playing rugby and the saxophone --; a passion of Clinton's to this day. But why  

19 KS0   . On this day 1814 Adolphe Sax, inventor of the saxophone, was born. 1869 Diamonds were discovered at Kimberley, South  

20 KS8    people say," Oh, well, I play the saxophone", and then we find out that he's got a  

21 KS8    Warren. "Saxtet scotch the myth that jazz is the saxophone's only natural home. Its arrangements … are immaculately scored … 

22 KS8    only do "Saxtet" perform music previously unassociated with the saxophone, but they include a selection of their own unique compositions. 

23 KS8    ???line by Wynton Marsalis, whose brother Branford took over the saxophone chair after Watson left to concentrate on "Horizon" and other   
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The + sax 
 
TOKENS:  3 

 
No matching, but 
 
One case in which a metonymic expression could potentially have been used (…’for your dad 
or for your wacky cool uncle, the ‘sax’’) but =>  the speaker prefers a non metonymic 
expression: 
 
1 EDN    for your dad or for your wacky cool uncle who plays the sax. It's a generational thing, a big deal. Both  

2 HAF    it went so well with the guitar, never mind the sax, Don Giovanni's pretty serenade. The coins started dropping into 

3 HAF    the role. and, like C.J., I play the sax." BRAVE STAR JOE HUNTS FOR A MIRACLE CURE Mix-up in   
 
The + violin 
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TOKENS:  130 
 
I looked at the first 100 
 
No matching 
 
1 ABW   's complete piano concertos. Apparently lost in the shuffle are the violin sonatas recorded 15 years ago by Radu Lupu with Szymon Goldberg,  

2 AC2   ) but in their whole attitude to life, as the violin runs through the Benedictus of the Missa Solemnis like a golden thread  

3 ADP    that how you feel? Shall I accompany you on the violin? Now let me tell you all the news." She  

4 ADP    shoot the passage in such a way that we have the violin bows in the foreground, the conductor, and the violas clearly  

5 ADX   . So, though it is too late to learn the violin or the piano, now we have the very complex musical skills  

6 AJV    this contrast that led to the Cubists' interest in the violin and the guitar as plastic forms around 1910. Hogarth devised a  

7 AJV    She was born and brought up near Moscow, studied the violin at the conservatoire there, and says she was restless from the  

8 ANF    West first became aware of Viktoria Mullova when she won the violin section of the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in 1982. It was  

9 ANF    Meyer, who was later to marry Survage, on the violin. Germaine Meyer was wearing a sky-blue blouse that summer afternoon and  

10 ANF    they sat together and worked, or Jeanne would play the violin whilst Modigliani painted. She had the right --; as no other  

11 ANJ   . They shared a love of music; Jeanne played the violin more than competently; Bach was a favourite composer. She was  

12 AS5    … for many of those, too, who profess the violin will here find instruction, and will do well to profit by  

13 AS5   , architectural work in the day, and evenings playing the violin with his father at festivities in and around Bockhampton. Amongst other  

14 AYM    was of being moved to tears by his father playing the violin --; and to pretty girls, Emma's attraction for him must  

15 B11    is currently recording all the Mozart piano concertos and all the violin sonatas with Hiro Kurosaki for EMI. She has created one of  

16 B78    scripts each week --; scripts entitled "The Voice of the Violin", "The Story of Dr Sun Yat-Sen", &bquo; 

17 BM0    in and out of love, occasionally suffered ill-health and played the violin. But he was undeniably withdrawn and pensive. Though we find  

18 BMC    interested in amateur dramatics, as well as teaching himself to play the violin. After three years he had saved up enough money to travel  

19 BMC    recording (made between 1975 and 1978) which gives the violin an unpleasant rough edgy tone. Background hiss levels are quite high 

20 BMC    melancholy, which culminates in a passionate cadenza-like passage for the violin, offers a fascinating foretaste of his mature style. As a  

21 BMC    Yet there are certain advantages with the modern orchestra; the violin section, for example, which often fails in an "authentic"  

22 BMC    parents, his family moved to Dresden where he played the violin in his father's string quartet and the King of Saxony's  

23 BMC    minutes. The new CD is well worth investigating for the Violin Concerto. It is a very long piece (probably too long 

24 BN3    is fascinating to hear one of his major works such as the Violin Concerto, composed in 1910. It is heavily influenced by Richard  
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25 BN3    of his own mastery over all his school studies, the violin, and his trade.This can be assessed by his utter contempt of  

26 BN3   , specifically literature. That room, furthermore, contained the violin, diplomas and medals which belonged to brother Carl. He had  

27 BN3    were full on, and I heard the sounds of the violin coming from our big room. I knew we had visitors,  

28 BN6    expected from Carl. Mother took him for lessons on the violin when he was five years old. He excelled in this,  

29 BPJ    French manner. One played the piano and the other the violin and they were quite celebrated. Grandfather's principal interest was to  

30 C8N   , Claire Roff, now 18, who began playing the violin when she was only four. She was a semi-finalist in the  

31 C9L    to each other. After about ten minutes Mr Morris, the violin teacher that visits the school, came in and wanted a word  

32 C9L    for recording. Now we've got the technology from the violin string department to wind the string and polish it all in one  

33 CA9    Having spent 7 years mastering the fine art of playing the violin, Bernard, feeling creatively stifled by "middle aged people telling  

34 CAB   ." "Yes, but will I ever play the violin again?" "Pardon!?" (He thinks you 

35 CBJ    a weep," groaned George, pretending to play the violin. "I'll do it," said Willie suddenly. 

36 CEW    sang in choirs, and Bert played the piano and the violin: between them, then, they had all the raw material  

37 CEW    and the "Turkish" episode in the finale of the Violin Concerto in A major.) However, it quickly became clear  

38 CEW    to a tune, and had "taught himself" the violin (although such a claim should perhaps be treated with some scepticism  

39 CEW    --; one of his greatest works in that key; the Violin Sonata in A, K.526; and two small-scale "divertimento-style"  

40 CH6    concert. It was written in such haste that only the violin part was copied out for the performance; Mozart played his part  

41 CLY    said: "The Brown Recluse --; also known as the Violin Spider because of its shape --; is more dangerous than the notorious Black  

42 ED6    The seven year old who shows outstanding promise when playing the violin, the eight year old who is fascinated with negative numbers,  

43 ED6    at the piano by Joanna Gruenberg. Balance certainly favours the violin, but the general effect is quite acceptable. As for the playing 

44 ED6   . Turning down the treble helps to control fizziness in the violin sound. 45759: Poor woodwind intonation at the opening and some  

45 ED6    are also represented in these performances --; the warmth of the violin playing, the attentiveness of the cello and the professionalism of the  

46 ED6    play an 1805 Broadwood fortepiano. Although the balance favours the violin too much --; Zehetmair seems right on top of the microphones --;  

47 ED6    in the answering phrase (it has no parallel in the violin part of the Septet) serves to give variety to the &bquo; 

48 ED6    qualities suit it, or in taking the place of the violin in sonatas and canzonas --; and not only where it was a  

49 ED6   . The recording is kind to the timbre's of the violin and cello in the Trio, while both here and in the  

50 ED6    perhaps pride of place should go to his recording of the Violin Sonata with Jacques Thibaud, that rarefied distillation of Debussy's genius 

51 EDN    is excellent in the Cello Concerto but I felt that the violin was fractionally too close in the Double Concerto with the cello less  

52 EDN    get on with them, begin now. She put the violin back into its case, picked up the bundle she had made  

53 EDN   , seemed to her to be. Standing there with the violin tucked under her chin and the bow in her hand, she  
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54 EDN    a dying patient at the hospice and with Alice on the violin and Tom with his trumpet, they were attempting the foxtrot from  

55 EDN    her shoulders. Carrying the suitcase in one hand and the violin in the other, she walked the two hundred yards to Chelmsford  

56 EDN    gradually grew familiar to Alice; it was music for the violin, the famous Violin Concerto, and it sounded very strange on  

57 EDN    hand, and the doors closed. The edge of the violin case cut into her leg. The coat felt insufferably hot,  

58 EDN    bedroom cupboard. More valued, infinitely more needed, the violin in its case on the living-room floor between the television and the  

59 EDN    On an impulse, she opened the case and took the violin out, held it and held the bow without applying it to  

60 EDN    beyond belief, you left the baby behind and took the violin!" It was some time since Alice had been in London 

61 EDN    brought Ollie with him. Ollie could just about manage on the violin. Tom told himself that beggars could not be choosers and if  

62 EFW    stood against the glass partition by the double-leaved doors with the violin and the suitcase wedged behind her calves. By now her mother-in-law would  

63 EFW    of violin. The sepoy staggered off, clutching at the violin strings, out of the music-room and down the corridor with Fleury still  

64 EFW    the sepoy's back, at the same time whipping the violin strings tightly round the sepoy's neck and dragging on them like  

65 EFW    ???almost shook Fleury off … but Fleury remained dragging on the violin until he was certain the sepoy was dead. Then he returned 

66 EW9   . He even had red welts around his throat where the violin strings had been choking him. Moreover, he was chuckling and  

67 EWW   . Miss Seti Losli had been a part-time teacher of the violin since January 1947. By the nature of her role she was  

68 FAC    --; both varieties), good music (he played the violin), verse (he read extensively and composed, when inspired  

69 FAP    yielding sentences with different truth-conditions. For instance, He plays the violin very well entails and is entailed by He plays the fiddle very  

70 FAT    the Battler to pull up. Battler opened up with the violin and it was all over in a few minutes. That was  

71 FNW    pleasing. I found myself humming to the tune of the violin an old man was playing for sous. I would have liked  

72 FNW    a lovable, eccentric man. (He did play the violin, and didn't wear socks!) Though some people found  

73 FPY    Circular Tour-in a Straight Line "Never knew you played the violin, Uncle," said Gedanken, entering the study. &bquo; 

74 FRJ   , to add brilliance and excitement to a piece. The violin covers both the alto and soprano ranges, the viola those of  

75 FSN    song" --; and immediately a shot rang out. The violin flew from Owen's grasp as the force of the bullet jerked  

76 G0F    orchestra (or pop group, etc.), on the violin (or drums). He has played us excerpts from Wagner 

77 G16    but do you know if they're going to play the violin concerto with the original cadenzas?" "What?" says  

78 G2T    were all kids the man who used to teach Joe the violin said we were like a nest of singing birds. How about  

79 G32    (or indeed doggy-paddling through Twinkle Twinkle Little Star on the violin, with a not-dissimilar arm action). However, there are  

80 GT0    is no narrative and the character of Einstein appears playing the violin (one of the physicist's hobbies). One critic likened  

81 GT4    and had a wide knowledge of classical music, playing the violin, cello, and viola at Perkin's musical parties in Manchester 

82 GTA    Conservatorio di San Pietro a Majella. There he studied the violin under Pinto. His teachers of composition were Mercadante, the director  
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83 GTF    intelligently about painting, read classical poetry, and played the violin. For many years, however, he was unpredictable and sometimes  

84 GUH    under his arm". He loved music and played the violin. His appearance is recorded in three surviving portraits in Aberdeen by  

85 GVJ    the concerto, and the sinfonia. It gave us the violin --; an instrument which (it has been said) "with  

86 GVS    of Borodin's String Quartet No. 2: Here, the violin follows the cello like a mysterious echo, while the inner parts  

87 H07    we have said, consists of all the members of the violin family --; violins, divided into firsts and seconds, violas,  

88 H0F    are actually three or four Dots: one to play the violin, one to dance, one for percussion days, one to  

89 H0F , " she said, " next week, after the violin class. I may not be home till seven o'clock. " 

90 H7E    of course, " Irena smiled, " when you study the violin. Nevertheless, I worry about you as the days grow shorter 

91 H7H    visited jails for services and concerts. Captain Burrows played the violin, Mrs Burrows and Joyce had guitars, Beverley flexed his muscles  

92 H8H    of the Caprice Viennois. She grudged the muffling of the violin as she dragged her Fair Isle jersey over her head. A  

93 H8N    philosopher, chef --; what next? Dab hand on the violin and speaker of ten tongues?" She glanced at him and  

94 HDB    and both he and Pam were learning instruments, he the violin and Pam the clarinet. But he wasn't very good,  

95 HGJ    and at the age of seven, I took up the violin. My music then had an unfortunate break of nearly a year  

96 HJ4    He knew it too well. Just as he practised the violin every morning between nine thirty and ten thirty, so I always  

97 HJH    but also for its difficulty, although the writing for the violin and cello is equally demanding. A trio of outstanding artists is  

98 HP1    and both he and Pam were learning instruments, he the violin and Pam the clarinet. But he wasn't very good,  

99 HPC    so many little holes … We'll have her taught the violin. Lucky her left hand's the one with four fingers,  

100 HPC    her annual skiing expedition. Her other recreation is playing the violin, something she took up at the age of 11 when she   
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The + piano 
TOKENS: 644 
 
I looked at the first 100 occurrences 
 
2 possibly matching? 
However here too in some cases the speaker prefers the non metonymic expressions ‘the piano player’  
or ‘Schalk was at the piano’ etc instead of a possible metonymic equivalent 
 

1 A0L    I went into training even though I am musical and play both the piano and the flute. But being trained to use your singing voice  

2 A0P    the dark brown chintzy respectability of fond: as well veil the piano legs and wear a corset! "Well, I'm not  

3 A12   , an inspiration which developed from being induced to learn the piano as a young boy with Miss McDougall, in which he said  

4 A1H    important in this interpretation of Czerny's finger exercises for the piano, and is quite alien to the soft rise and fall of  

5 A25    reign since he first of all improvised the music at the piano then, when it stuck, wrote it down to a figured  

6 A2U    managed plump chords like swags of roses here, with the piano pounding more to match the betrayed girl's despair towards the end 

7 A2U   ), the other by the Italian Alfredo Casella. The piano version is a tour de force demanding the prodigious technique of a Brendel or  

8 A35   , however, are mostly in matters of device (the piano arpeggios in the first movement Coda, for example, and the six-eight  

9 A4Y    you would say the same. His manner of playing the piano has something so basically individual about it, and at the same  

10 A5E    a Women's Institute choir, accompanying an audition at the piano, as a freelance organist or providing harpsichord continuo. As a  

11 A61    the Opus 34 Preludes (arranged by Victor Poltoratsky from the piano original) are superbly polished. Lilya Zilberstein, at 24,  

12 A6C    Baptist hall and his girlfriend would play classical music on the piano. Occasionally, two other musicians would accompany her, playing violin  

13 A6E    sucked to your heart's content, annoying nobody but the piano player. Now the Bijou, the Globe, the Luxor,  

14 A6E    for musical notation. He then built a machine for the piano which had a series of lights which went on and off ensuring  

15 A6E    ballad instead. So he tried to show them on the piano. But as he couldn't play it that well, he  

16 A6L    showed us a spinette and asked if anyone could play the piano. Phil stepped right up and tinkled out Danger Man and the  

17 A7H    got to be able to play all the keys on the piano on this one. It's enjoyable but inevitably has some masochistic  

18 A7H    the school dancing competition one year. She took up the piano and, according to her headmistress Ruth Rudge, "made phenomenal progress  

19 A7H    firmly on the head. Not only does Diana play the piano at home, she invariably has a background of classical music playing  

20 A7L    his attention to Diana, and invited her to play the piano. Scarcely pausing for thought, she sat herself down at the  

21 A7S    as much about directing as a cow does about playing the piano." Rank was a company without the creative leadership to support  
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22 A7S    and a piece composed solely for the white keys on the piano. Not to mention his composition Four Minutes 33 Seconds, technically  

23 A7S    cool Bartokian chords that closed the eighth study. In the Piano Concerto it was, of course, an asset to have a soloist  

24 A85    extracted little drama, however, from the exchanges between the piano and different orchestral groups in the fourth and fifth movements. In  

25 A8B   ? It conjures up images of Victorian family evenings round the piano. How curious, then, that such a phrase should suggest  

26 AA9    Bennett marries Mr Darcy, loses a leg, plays the piano in the nude and is pursued by flock of symbolic sheep from  

27 AB5    and I loved the swell of Brahms cello breaking over the piano, and pieces like the Schubert Arpeggioni Sonata (not really Schubertian 

28 ABE   ". So I cancelled the gig and they got the piano that was the right size and the gig was back on. 

29 ABL    thought which are currently necessary for the mastery of both the piano and the music itself. There may be some musical magic which  

30 ABW    father are few and nebulous: "My mother played the piano a little; my father sang "Bonny Mary of Argyle" to  

31 ABW   " when everyone could hear it ring, sitting at the piano without even looking at the keys, and making an excruciating racket 

32 AC5    very nervous at first and would not come out from behind the piano. Then she disappeared, until Jane opened the airing cupboard and  

33 AC5    speak of the enemy. "One of them plays the piano most beautifully. They used to let him up here to practise  

34 AC7    from the ceiling, a man in a suit played the piano and most customers wore hats even daintier than Gloria's new one 

35 ADG    apt, and going into the cold little room where the piano stood, I played it over --; stiffly, and with many  

36 ADG    and I think: what's some old guy playing the piano surrounded by beautiful half-dressed little children got to do with Abbey National 

37 ADL    Abbey National. It's a load of children around the piano, and one little girl is mixed race, and she is  

38 ADP   , putting the question rhetorically; "Does anyone play the piano in the Fiji Islands? Yes, somewhere." The man  

39 ADP    stage in a rather bizarre costume. Schalk was at the piano. He didn't say a word; instead, he played  

40 ADP   n't read music. So I taught it him at the piano --; we had over one hundred sessions. So even now if  

41 ADP    Only the score and what we could work out on the piano and what we were able to hear in the opera-house from singers  

42 ADP    clearly something of a priority. HvK I would practise the piano for three or four hours a day. In the end I  

43 ADP    a gifted young man called Herbert von Karajan to play the piano at her parties. Did you know Gregor von Rezzori? HvK 

44 ADP    had recently taken over. RO You had been playing the piano in public in Salzburg since 1918, when you were barely ten years  

45 ADR    though it is too late to learn the violin or the piano, now we have the very complex musical skills of mixing,  

46 ADR    learn the piano and both did learn. I think the piano is something you have for life. When they started dancing I  

47 ADS    such a hard life. I wanted them to learn the piano and both did learn. I think the piano is something you  

48 AEA    would that you were with us to hear me play the piano which I do every day and Papa declares I make good progress 
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49 AEA    not destroy memory." Daniel Eberhardt walked over to the piano. His wife passed him a score. "My first song  

50 AHA    Strauss." Silence crept into the music room. The piano introduction to the song washed gently over the audience and carried them  

51 AJV    on about abstract matters like "the sonic neutrality of the piano", I began to understand why he had such a formidable  

52 AK4    Lee Lewis of folk". At her fingertips, the piano seems the most natural instrument for jigs, reels and airs. 

53 AKB    his pal of 70 years, Rudolf Serkin, at the piano … For another, Gombrich was unfailingly courteous and informative, without 

54 ALJ    designer. Frederick said yesterday: "I started playing the piano when I was four-and-a half. "My parents had given me  

55 ALJ   , with Nina handling the vocal, Cameron sat at the piano. Everybody sang "Happy Birthday to You", drowning him  

56 AMW    The whistling sounded like feedback, and his hammering on the piano became a dying round of applause. He was in the light 

57 AN7    for money. Whether it's a relaxing cocktail in the piano bar or the bright lights of the stage, HCI always has  

58 ANC    twenty odd years ago now. Mrs Wedderburn had been the piano accompanist, a reed of a woman who wore wire-framed spectacles and  

59 ANF    and became known as the Evans Piano Factory. Unlike the Piano making concern at Woodchester near Stroud, it failed to stand the  

60 ANF   . In conversation Bertin remarked that his young wife played the piano well and was particularly fond of Ravel. Modigliani disliked social gatherings 

61 ANF   , Milhaud and Germaine Taillefer had their works played on the piano by the Brazilian pianist Ricardo Vines. Cocteau and Cendrars read their  

62 AR2    mis-spelling it; in a wicker chair; demure in front of the piano; and he sketched her all the time, with quick,  

63 AR2    strong sense of etiquette you see. This intro on the piano was in its way a very formal announcement, and people would  

64 AR2    to sing, just letting Gary carry the phrase on the piano --; and of course we all knew the words anyway and so could  

65 AR2    then she would look to Gary for him to begin the piano again, and she would look us straight in the eye for  

66 AR2    me --; and here of course Gary began the melody on the piano and we all smiled and then she sang, sang her song 

67 AR8    heavy breathing and the sound of Gary playing recitative on the piano, for he had been playing along under her rage all the  

68 ASC    accompanied by the Revd Fraser "Fingers" McLuskey on the piano. The latter was the padre to 1 SAS Regiment in 1944–5  

69 ASJ    could not read a score. Grace, who played the piano herself, writes, I could see that he would not enter  

70 ASN    songs about Cook's tours were published and sung around the piano of the Victorian parlour and that Thomas Cook had a cocktail named  

71 ASS    the names of the people represented in the photographs on top of the piano; she did not know then that this was the first of  

72 ASS    see a young girl with a pigtail, seated at the piano. She was playing "Für Elise", very, very  

73 ASS    suddenly slipped away and Maisie Farr hammered the keys of the piano like a gorilla on amphetamines. Henry paused on his way upstairs 

74 ASS    played the woman dilated her nostrils and rose slightly off the piano stool, as if someone was drawing her up by an invisible wire  

75 ASS    who stared at Henry and said: "I played the piano!" "Good!" said Henry, through compressed lips 
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76 ASS    the fact that she was almost certainly no better at the piano. Donald's son, Arfur, was there, a small 

77 ATE    stared down at his History of Wimbledon. Down below the piano started up again. She was playing slightly better this time,  

78 ATE   " said Noreen. But Maria was already back up to the piano stool. She was an instinctive professional. "Jolly Good Luck  

79 ATE   . When they got there, Maria was sitting on the piano stool in the parlour, picking out a song on the keys  

80 ATE    stage now, Rose on the saxophone and Bernie at the piano. It may also be mentioned that Rose was also on roller  

81 AYM   , Maria likes going to Mrs Lennox and Jock plays the piano for her. She likes to sing, you know."  

82 B03    music, including Ives and Copland. Bernard Lansky studied the piano in his native Australia, in Paris and with Peter Wallfisch at  

83 B11    the first ever public demonstration of playing classical music on the piano "with no hands". This features a technique pioneered in  

84 B11   's Piano Concerto No 4, with Robert Casadesus at the piano and Andre Previn conducting the London Symphony Orchestra. This was a  

85 B1C    classical composition, for some reason or other, is the Piano Concerto No 4 in G by Beethoven. One of the reasons  

86 B1Y    sway Your arms either side of your hands --; Over the piano you make love with! Half-serious, half-clown --; master You know  

87 B22    days, we made our own entertainment. Singing round the piano, playing cards with each other or with our parents, board games  

88 B22    St. Martin's Church Street and men used to manhandle the piano down the stairs to take it outside. It never seemed to  

89 B22    entered from the street, to the left, was the piano; the door from the kitchen on the right. All the  

90 B22    1921 and I can still hear him thumping away on the piano singing his favourite song "Signora" in a not very tuneful  

91 B28    spinsters in the twenties. Sometimes my sisters would play the piano but the music had to be of the kind suitable for Sunday 

92 B2G    is playing the organ in the next door church and the piano at home. He also does some composing. He reads a  

93 B2Y    On one occasion, they tried to interest him in the piano but that finished within three weeks with two surprises. Gary's  

94 B2Y    "double forte" throughout (10). Sometimes the piano's hammers were re-covered with something harder than felt, because of the  

95 B2Y    sounding-board with a large area (9). So the piano was nearly always an upright, which was also easier to get  

96 B38    in which Jean de Reszke accompanies his wife Marie on the piano (not very well, by all accounts). And the  

97 B3F    the Railway Line --; Is this the final shot? The piano's playing overtime To catch up with the plot --; And the  

98 B3F    tried to look happy and muttered something about Helen playing the piano very well. I never really became part of the group. 

99 B3G    round. Then suddenly she got up and made for the piano. She crashed out a few chords and started to talk to  

100 B3G   , when the visiting officer would tell you to sell the piano before you could receive any payments. This  
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The + guitar 
 
TOKENS: 438 
 
I looked at the first 100 
 
No matching, 1 case of ‘The guitar player’ 
 

1 A0P    the Salon in 1767. An old man has been playing the guitar, but he has left off playing to listen to a young  

2 A0P    together. But he had become "addicted" to the guitar, which drove Morton "crazy" --; for it went everywhere  

3 A0P    Park) he encountered a young Hispanic who was playing the guitar to himself. Leonard talked him into giving him a lesson. 

4 A3R    from The People's Song Book. By this time the guitar had made its popular impact, and in just five years time  

5 A6E    was generously acknowledged, but Pete has no trouble playing the guitar. And, most importantly for the lads, judging by the  

6 A6E    really. Jonesy was getting better by the minute on the guitar and the sound we were after had no space for the flash  

7 A6E    leaving I made a big show of asking to see the guitar one more time. I paid good money for that, I  

8 AB3    drawing of the gentleman in question you claim you bought the guitar from. Maybe they meant it, maybe they were teasing. 

9 AB3    is marginalizing deficient or regional voices. Because they denigrate the guitar. And --; despite the cosmopolitan sheen of the music --; precisely  

10 AB3    rhetoric, made rock an embarrassing relic, pensioned off the guitar, discredited the indie ethos, and made soul and funk de rigueur 

11 AB5    consciousness as effectively as any pure din. TEXTURAL LUXURY The guitar is still privileged as the source of noise. There needs to  

12 AB5   . His hands were so cold he could hardly play the guitar. I was standing on the side of the stage watching him 

13 ACN    get off and I'd just play a chord on the guitar and he'd write a number round it. He was the  

14 ADM    little hip hop, house or club culture. Instead the guitar rules, and rock musicians flock in to share the vibe. 

15 ADX    it "bowran" &rsqb; and then I took up the guitar. I'm totally left-handed, but eventually I learned the bottleneck  

16 ADX    woman's back and is an asymmetric reverse curve. The guitar outline evolved into the classic profile of Picasso's middle and late  

17 APU    led to the Cubists' interest in the violin and the guitar as plastic forms around 1910. Hogarth devised a line of beauty  

18 ARB   . Somebody put on Herb Alpert instead of The Doors. The guitar player strummed along respectfully. Ryan's father appeared from the den 

19 AT1    just singing a style you don't know." The guitar was playing again, this time in slow rhythm, and after  

20 AT1    and passing fads. Although the industry pretends otherwise, the guitar band is still the main voice of energetic protest and will outlast  

21 AT1    songs and you find yourself having to learn to play the guitar." he says. He finished with Sen when he teamed  
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22 AT1   . I think The Wedding Present are very much in the guitar style of The Buzzcocks," he says. Thanks mainly to  

23 AT1    would take them practically anywhere, as long as it centres around the guitar and Gedge's lyrical obsessions. At the end of the &bquo; 

24 AT1    edge and revelled in the energy and melody thrown out of the guitar crashing mayhem. One of their first live reviews appeared in Sounds  

25 AT1   . Some of them have people there just to change the guitar strings. It all comes back to The Wedding Present's common  

26 AT3    bands are all drums and vocals but they are mainly the guitar and everyone else is really quiet," he says. Often  

27 BMC    "Two dinars each for the sardines, five for the guitar." "Non! Non! Non! Monsieur,"  

28 BMD    he might. I prefer a more recessed sound with the guitar shade more forward, but nothing stands in the way of a  

29 BP8    electric lutes." In recent years it has been the guitar that has been changing most rapidly. "Musicians want to make  

30 BPC   ; a group of novices, disturbed roller-skating or playing the guitar, would look to their novice-mistress for permission to accept a boiled  

31 C9H    is prized as the finest Adam room in England. The Guitar Player by Jan Vermeer SPECIAL FEATURES Tape tour; colour souvenir guidebooks 

32 C9H    the guitar through a home studio effect and then played the guitar with a violin bow. On a couple of things there is  

33 C9H    it's how a proper bass should sound. "The guitar amp we use is a blue-speaker Vox AC30, and the bass  

34 C9H    LP's trademarks. Jeff has strong views on "the guitar solo". "I avoided the massive guitar solo thing because  

35 C9H    song Backdoor Romeo. On the very beginning we plugged the guitar through a home studio effect and then played the guitar with a  

36 C9H    interesting guitar sounds … "We did try to make the guitar sound as different as possible, like with the song Backdoor Romeo  

37 C9H    the fully open or fully closed positions, and sometimes the guitar howls uncontrollably when the pot is turned all the way down. 

38 C9H    is the increase in noise from the volume pot of the guitar. Often it "clonks" at the fully open or fully  

39 C9H    I'm glad we did it. I actually bought the guitar off the shelf but I didn't know what it was. 

40 C9H    the transmitter) and of course the wiring and switches in the guitar itself. Switches and pots can also become noisy due to a small  

41 C9H    turning to them as an alternative to the shackles of the guitar lead. The benefits of such radio systems are obvious: no  

42 C9H    Any minor problems that exist are much more noticeable when the guitar is used with huge amounts of gain. Pickups tend to be  

43 C9H    the active guitar only: ie. fit the resistor inside the guitar, in series from the output wire to the jack socket. 

44 C9H    dirty or corroded. Other problems include poor screening on the guitar and bad earthing. As the transmitter itself is not connected to  

45 C9H    microphonic and noisy, as do patch leads (between the guitar and the transmitter) and of course the wiring and switches in the  

46 C9H    bass and viol family and have little to do with the guitar, either from a playing standpoint or a technical one. The  

47 C9H    but pop and rock music, and the role of the guitar playing in them, have always been about preferences, not art 

48 C9H   . Finally, Neville Marten, how dare you dismiss the guitar as a mere machine? It is a veritable multi-purpose wonder. 
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49 C9H    socket) connects a cassette player to the GX-7, the guitar output is mixed in and can be heard via a pair of  

50 C9H    end, there is a built-in bass boost which helps the guitar sound in this situation --; switch eight lets you turn this off  

51 C9H    a pair of Walkman headphones connected to the Out, the guitar appearing at the centre of the stereo image. As small headphones  

52 C9H    and body in peat for a few months would crown the guitar's appearance! Otherwise, all is fine in the electrics and  

53 C9H    was probably Peter Green that first inspired me to play the guitar. Of all the guitarists I've ever heard, he's  

54 C9H    any of the famous tracks on it. But all the guitar playing on it is fantastic; it's a brilliant guitarist's  

55 C9H    in this section I'll say that the weight of the guitar is medium/light and, true to form, it balances perfectly whether  

56 C9H    the full vintage set on the audience-orientated front side of the guitar, the spring cavity cover on the reverse side is still boring  

57 C9H   've encountered with this review is actually keeping hold of the guitar long enough to form my own opinion. Every time I turn  

58 C9H    week. A Strat-orientated glee club meeting was held and the guitar given marks out of 10 … Review by David Mead Vintage re-issue Stratocasters 

59 C9H    or so to prevent cracks from spreading too far should the guitar be dropped --; heaven forfend. Internal finishing is laudably neat and  

60 C9H    spoiling the otherwise neat and appearance of this end of the guitar. Of course, the watchword here is certainly "vintage" and  

61 C9H    was very frustrating …" Guitarist would like to thank The Guitar Factory in Mill Row, Bexley, Kent for the loan of  

62 C9H    --; apparently a bit of an electronics whizzkid --; wired the guitar to send the signal from one of the sockets to a transformer  

63 C9H    sure the job was done elegantly, that would keep the guitar original and prevent any screw-ups by those amateur guitar repairers who've  

64 C9H    contact: ONE MORE TIME There's one section of the guitar market which seems to spend its time in permanent relegation from the  

65 C9H    a fair bit more powerful than conventional humbuckers." The guitar is conventionally equipped with two volume and two tone pots, just  

66 C9H    Mill Row, Bexley, Kent for the loan of the guitar, and also John Diggins of Jay Dee Guitars for his invaluable  

67 C9H    I could see why he would react like that. The guitar, especially, bled into everything else, which is exactly what  

68 C9H    point and that posing potential is at maximum only when the guitar is strapped on and slung low. I've played many neck-through-body  

69 C9H    mounted on the upper wing', towards the neck of the guitar, which is an unusual but not wholly impractical place for it 

70 C9H    Fiddler club in London to fund two one-year scholarships at the Guitar Institute. The event marked GLR's contribution to National Music Day  

71 C9H    year's tuition at the school. Later on, the Guitar Institute hopes to raise funding from various sources to enable talented players  

72 C9H    axegrinder, Billy Gibbons. Dubbed The Convertible Z, the guitar changes its shape by means of a concealed metal bar. There is a  

73 C9H    will often coincide. Our stated aim is to give the guitar playing reader a wholesome understanding of every featured instrument. And here 

74 C9H    that kind of thing. However, I've played the guitar for over 25 years, I've worked as a professional guitar  

75 C9J    Lee and Jerry Donahue. For further details, contact the Guitar Institute on. mAxe headroom An instrument of torture in all but  
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76 C9J    with me. John Suhr is so talented, and the guitar is just the last word as far as I'm concerned. 

77 C9J    was fascinating. "He didn't know anything about the guitar. He said "Okay, I want you to show me  

78 C9J    performance band." Have there been any developments on the guitar synth front which you've taken up for this album? &bquo; 

79 C9J    the bridge and his remaining fingers on the front of the guitar … 2) The most difficult part of this solo is the  

80 C9J    guitars. Mark's stage system is as follows: The guitar goes, via a Sony Wireless system, to a Pete Cornish  

81 C9J    met. What would you say you have learned about the guitar in the past five or six years? "Well, there 

82 C9J    playing, no longer than five minutes long, to "The Guitar Institute GLR Scholarship", 6 Warple Way, London W3 0RQ 

83 C9J    for you to win one of two scholarships to attend The Guitar Institute's one-year, full-time course commencing this September. The money  

84 C9J    this one is designed to be tightened up from outside the guitar, it can be used on guitars without conventional round soundholes by  

85 C9J   . Incidentally, any players interested in other courses at The Guitar Institute, Basstech or Drumtech might fancy going along to their second  

86 C9J    be interested to know that John Birch is back in the guitar business after a ten-year absence. Now based in West Bridgeford,  

87 C9J   , Midge Ure and Julia Fordham raised nearly £6,000 towards the Guitar Institute scholarships. Anyone wishing to apply for one of the scholarships  

88 C9J    shaped! What can I do? Short of selling the guitar to the local greengrocers! Alan Douglas Edinburgh � When the action  

89 C9J    saddle slightly to achieve a reasonable action, especially if the guitar has been left in the heat for a period of time. 

90 C9J    a guitarist with insight into the design and workings of the guitar, so why are artists so often asked for their input and  

91 C9J    this period restring and tune to concert pitch. If the guitar does not play, or buzzes severely along the first few frets  

92 C9J    ???it for forward movement). If the table of the guitar has "bellied out" you may also have to shave a  

93 C9J    on my Washburn acoustic are terrible. I've had the guitar for six or seven years but have only recently started playing it  

94 C9J    to the tuner switch on the unit, or re-patch the guitar lead. Two of BOSS's own expression pedals can be connected  

95 C9J   . JOHN BIRCH WRITES Dear Guitarist My enthusiastic return to the guitar business, to announce the greatest sensation in the history of the  

96 C9J    a Bob Bradshaw rack! Thanks for your efforts in the guitar area. Your magazine helps me a lot in my current (and  

97 C9J    wouldn't a sampler be a wiser purchase? "The guitar's got a personality and that's the whole reason why people  

98 C9J    that you could never get out of any other instrument. The guitar is still the one that could never be replaced by anything digital  

99 C9J   . When the onboard tuner is activated in this way the guitar signal is instantly muted, avoiding the need for the player to  

100 C9J    thing I wanted to do when I learned to play the guitar was to play just like the Banshees" guitarists," recalls  
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TOKENS: 96 
 
Possibly 1 matching ‘he appears to be thinking not about the flute as a career’, few cases where non-metonymic expressions are preferred   
 

1 A1B    training even though I am musical and play both the piano and the flute. But being trained to use your singing voice is really good 

2 A1B    not know what value to put on "music of the flute" --; this will be experienced by some as a cruel disappointment 

3 A1B    blue and green", with his "music of the flute", is an image of what must be renounced in order to  

4 A2N   , Lilac and brown hair; Distraction, music of the flute, stops and steps of the mind over the third stair, 

5 A2R    so she had to give up, most reluctantly, the flute and then a series of eye operations ended in virtual blindness. 

6 A35    Newcastle Riverside Club. OPERA / The magical voice of the Flute: Joan Rodgers explains her role in The Magic Flute to Mark  

7 A4S    devised. Apart from a notable solo in the Finale, the flute section these days seems to prefer crescendos to decrescendos. But,  

8 A6B    climax of the first song or the sensuous duet with the flute at the end of the second. For those seated close to  

9 A7A   , Lilac and brown hair; Distraction, music of the flute, stops and steps of the mind over the third stair, 

10 ABS    members of the school orchestra who, with Erika on the flute, were rehearsing the "Musical Offering" by Bach, an  

11 ADP    your chest?" "Sounds like someone's playing the flute down there at night. If I go in, I want  

12 AM4    wind playing, including a ravishing, long-breathed account of the flute solos in the "Domine Deus" by Morris himself. To  

13 ANJ    lip blisters and ulcers which destroyed his ability to control the flute, and lost him a year's income. Winifred Harper was  

14 ANJ    write for an instrument which I can not bear &lsqb; the flute &rsqb;. Hence as a diversion I compose something else, such as  

15 AS5    short, simple concertos and a couple of quartets for the flute" (10 December 1777), for which he was to  

16 B1F   , outside with the men, accompanies her singing on the flute, and Boldwood, to her left within the room, hums  

17 B1J    of the coral islands. In the morning I saw the flute player --; a small green frog, like an emerald brooch to  

18 B3F    is the season of the year when the sound of the flute is heard in the land and a section of the population migrate  

19 B3F    the Naafi, and nothing whatever to do with playing the flute or any other instrument. They were a couple of originals,  

20 B3K    those who tried to teach it. She also played the flute. The unusual thing about this was that at Binbrook there was  

21 BM0    (children over nine) Susan Milan Debussy Trio "The flute and viola, blended in unison, made a sound of quite  

22 BMN    may have had experience of a particular instrument, such as the flute or violin, and therefore may have had similar problems as yourself 

23 C86    still mysterious; working constantly, his only pleasure being the flute, some manuscript or sitting quietly over a cup of wine brooding  

24 C9R    special." He told her about the woman with the flute. He told her what he'd said to the woman and  

25 CB9    and noise may be heard well, but sounds like the flute, telephone bell or kitten's mew may be missed altogether. 
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26 CB9    or that the snake is hypersensitive to earth vibrations. The flute, therefore, is not heard by the snake. Some feel  

27 CB9    snake. Some feel that it is the movement of the flute which fascinates it. Snakes do respond to quick movements. There  

28 CEW   . There is also the possibility that the vibrations of the flute being played tend to alert and annoy the snake. Physical Characteristics  

29 CEW    the pieces, later confessing that he couldn't stand the flute (but that was many years before The Magic Flute). 

30 ED6    the money he had earned. Having failed to complete the flute music for De Jean, he had only received half the commission  

31 ED6    but John Warrack had particular praise for the flautist in the Flute and Harp Concerto. His name was James Galway. A Decca  

32 ED6    taken, however, with the somewhat frivolous embellishment of the flute obbligato in this movement. It does nothing whatsoever for the music 

33 EDN    under Ronald Thomas, coupled on EMI with both of the flute concertos and the Sinfonietta No. 3 (7/80 --; nla). 

34 EDN    all over again. Tom made love like he played the flute, with slow, studied precision. He was patient and controlled 

35 EDN    window and down on the merrymakers. Peter had taken the flute from Tom, Tom was dancing with Alice and Jarvis capering with  

36 EDN    wouldn't play. Later on he would sing. The flute did not really go with a guitar and sax. Peter and  

37 EDN    that whenever he visited her. Soon he was learning the flute. He was one of those people who can play any number  

38 EDN    other than music, he could not devote himself wholeheartedly to the flute. His grandmother told his parents it was due to his talent being  

39 EDN    of Tom who looked like becoming a child virtuoso of the flute. No one knew quite why this did not happen, why he  

40 EDN    grandmother knew had a little girl who wanted to learn the flute and Tom started giving her lessons. Her parents did not seem  

41 EDN    could not be choosers and if he jibbed at playing the flute in this company he could always sing. It gratified him to  

42 EDN    famous Violin Concerto, and it sounded very strange on the flute and guitar, so strange that it took her a moment or  

43 EDN    them. He did not know if he could play the flute and he was afraid to try. His father said he must  

44 EDN    If he had had the strength he would have broken the flute, but his left hand was too weak to apply the necessary  

45 EDN    one of his headaches. Secretly, he began playing the flute. He only played when his grandmother was out. It was  

46 EDN    have to think about it, that the man playing the flute beside her had invited her to play because she was beautiful. 

47 EDN    for Tom, lured to him by the sound of the flute reaching her as she descended the escalator. "I didn't  

48 EDN    the orthopaedic surgeon. The man probably thought you played the flute just with your mouth. But it was not the damage to  

49 EDN    to stand by the others. The flute faltered, the flute player stepped aside and indicated to her the place between himself and  

50 EFH    moment, walked over to stand by the others. The flute faltered, the flute player stepped aside and indicated to her the  

51 FPY    John uses a V-groove cutter, so the width of the flute is variable to a certain degree, dependent on the depth of  

52 FPY    instrument. Equally at home with Bach or jazz, the flute is capable of rapid notes and exciting dashes in busy upper register  
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53 FPY    best exploited in partnership with a single instrument, such as the flute or oboe, using rippling arpeggios, tremolos, cascades and glissando  

54 FRC    and simple key signatures like G or D major. The flute can be very useful in public worship, and is relatively easy  

55 FRC    his fiddle and Aunt Margaret made a trial run on the flute. "Shall I send them away or can you sleep through  

56 FRC    exchanging some meaning without words. Then Aunt Margaret put the flute sideways to her lips, eagerly, as though she were thirsty for  

57 FRE   . Francis K. Jowle, fiddle. But who played the flute? Was it Finn? The tune finished. It did not  

58 FRE    You shall have a piano, and I'll practise the flute to play with you in the evenings." "Yes,  

59 FRE    In that cold, hard air the sweet notes of the flute rang out. The music came from a little hut on wheels 

60 FSP    hut could kill the shepherd. From time to time the sound of the flute stopped, and Gabriel came out of his hut to check his sheep 

61 FSP    untenable situation particularly and had taken up the flute. The flute. "Are you going to a solicitor?" she said  

62 FSR    to mind the untenable situation particularly and had taken up the flute. The flute. "Are you going to a solicitor? 

63 FU6    Carrefour watched them go, and reseated himself, rolling the flute between his fingers. As if its touch ignited memories, he heard  

64 G0F   . The drumming goes on within, in time to the flute. He walks back to GUIL. He opens his mouth to  

65 G13    her, and he appears to be thinking not about the flute as a career, but about the problems and opportunities of kitchen  

66 G1D   , and with a passion for music. He played the flute very well. Of course he had to meet Bruneau, who sometimes  

67 G2K    of Llangollen, cooking beans and magic mushrooms and playing the flute and moaning about the artificial restrictions of society." "How  

68 G32    3. Which of the following is famous for playing the flute? (A) Nigel Kennedy (B) Mary O'Hara ( 

69 G3C    the University of Chicago, although he had been playing the flute since he was eight. While at University Glass's musical taste  

70 GTC   , and the satyr Marsyas, stealing up to snatch the flute, the "Phrygian" instrument, which the Greek goddess has  

71 GVS    brusque, hectoring manner, his only relaxation was playing the flute, which he had modified in his workshop. He was an  

72 GVS    It is, if possible, even more agile than the flute. The piccolo is played by the 2nd flautist (or in  

73 GVS    flutes except for one short passage which goes too low for the flute, and is taken by the clarinet. The 2nd flute relieves  

74 GVS   . This, of course, would not be necessary if the flute part were not rather low and hence weak by comparison. In  

75 GVS    From upwards its tone becomes thin and rather unsatisfactory, the flute being far preferable at that altitude. It is essentially a melodic  

76 GVS    instruments are effective and each has its distinct character. The flute adds brightness to oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and horn when  

77 GVS    and oboe (in the low and middle registers of the flute), flute and clarinet (in all available registers),  

78 GVS    of an upward-rushing ff scale. The low register of the flute, by which we mean the notes between and including is very  

79 GVS    first briefly consider each of these instruments in turn. The Flute The compass of this instrument is The top two semitones, B  
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80 GVS    horn.) The following two shakes are impossible on the flute.. All others are available except those which lie at the  

81 GVS    demonstrated than in Debussy's L'après-midi d'un faune. From the flute is eminently suited to quiet melodic work, florid or otherwise. 

82 GVS    allotted to other wind instruments or to the violins. The flute is an extremely agile instrument both in scale and arpeggio work,  

83 GVS    actually playing. The magical "pagan" effect of the flute in this part of its compass is nowhere better demonstrated than in  

84 GVS    Here again the accompaniment must be light in texture or the flute will not stand out clearly from its background. From upwards the  

85 H0N    not stand out clearly from its background. From upwards the flute possesses a clear bright tone and considerable penetrating power. Its high  

86 HBR    rapidly became a potent force. <Its characteristic instrument was the flute and> the cult-song to the new deity was the dithyramb. Apolline  

87 HGL    Manuscripts of music acquired include a book of tunes for the flute, 1722; a volume of fiddle tunes, perhaps from Perthshire 

88 HXC    horizon. In one corner, a tired traveller plays the flute beneath a willow tree, his cheese and ale spread out before  

89 J1A    and interested in mathematics and astronomy. He could play the flute and compose verse. Bamford remarks that such talents were " not  

90 J1A    has assumed an almost legendary place in the history of the flute. The well known picture of the flautist that appears as the  

91 J1B   , seem to explain his apparent loss of interest in the flute indicated by the inventories. Jacques's famous Principes summed up an  

92 K4W   . He played baseball and hockey, attempted to play the flute --; without success! All seemed well until during a performance on  

93 K4W    Orchestra: Middlesbrough Town Hall MOZART professed to like neither the flute nor the harp, yet he wrote the most delightful concerto for  

94 KBK    concerto for the two in combination. David Haslam on the flute and Bryn Lewis as harpist gave great pleasure in their performance of  

95 KGH   's good talented as well. Is she? She plays the flute and her guitar very nicely, singing in several choir. You  

96 KGH    there's Lazy Daisy Country and Western, Pat on the flute, Charlie lovely comedian, Malcolm on the organ but tickets are   
 
 
 
 
 

He+ is+ just+ a+ 
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TOKENS: 12 

 
1 interesting example along the lines of ‘she is just a pretty face’  
 

1 A18   . It could be said as brusquely of Iago that he is just a wrecker. And of a terrorist in today's headlines:  

2 ABD    of The Possessed should be perfectly visible. Sometimes he is just a secondary figure floating in the novel's bloodstream, as at  

3 ANH    know what he has in mind; assume that he is just a moderniser with no clear idea where modernising leads. The one  

4 C9U    that does not entitle you to perform it since he is just a child" (or he did not know how dangerous it  

5 CEP    against middle-class values, he remains essentially middle-class. He is just a confused young man going through a postgraduate crisis; a rebel 

6 CFB    Bonds saluted Allen's week by saying: "He is just a great goalscorer --; it's as simple as that." 

7 CM2    because of his coat but when you handle him, he is just a bag of bones." She believes Jack was probably rounded  

8 FR9   , since he can not adopt that standpoint, he is just a "realist". The "idealism" shows in his  

9 HXD    confidence, but all too quickly I learned that he is just a gin-sodden loud-mouth. Within minutes my offer was all over the  

10 KCA    supplier of the computer kit infringes the patent even if he is just a middle-man as long as he has the requisite knowledge. This prevents a  

11 KNA   , I don't know him to talk to he is just a right prick, right? I said to Russell I'll  

12 KNA    great wealth. Now there's the introduction. He is just a relative. But as you go on into verse three,  
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TOKENS: 5 
 
No matching 
1 ASD    not one of Polgar's great interests; even now he is only a mediocre player. So this was not the equivalent of a  

2 ASH    "But my Eustace hav been taken away. He is only a baby." (You are dead right he is. 

3 J1C    and testimony to his brilliance is the fact that he is only a couple of points away from being Advanced. "We have a  

4 KRL    expressed by someone on the list recently, that he is only a fair weather player. Fairclough was also marvellous keeping the fat 

5 KRL    doesn't have confirmed for him the sense that he is only a sexual object and that this is yet more of the way   
 
 


